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n recent years, “posing” has made
a big comeback thanks in part to
the deluge of photo enthusiasts
with decent, affordable equipment
who have swelled the ranks of wedding
photographers to the point of bursting.
This situation isn’t likely to change
any time soon, so smart photographers
have been buying books and videos and
attending workshops and conventions
to learn how to properly pose people
(couples, individuals, and groups)
in order to rise above the fray. The
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industry has its posing “stars,” such
as photographer Doug Gordon and
internationally renowned wedding
photographer Brett Florens, both of
whom we contacted for this story.

Doug Gordon

Gordon’s “Flow Posing” workshops are
very popular as they are both informative
and entertaining. Simply put, Gordon’s
system shows photographers how to
shoot a lot of poses in a short amount
of time for maximum impact. Posing, he

believes, is the best way photographers
can separate themselves from the pack.
“By posing, I can make people
look better than they’ve ever looked
in their entire life,” Gordon states.
He says clients seek him out because
they want the fairy tale. “They have
a dream about this magical day
and how romantic and sensual it is.
But anybody who has ever gotten
married knows it’s anything but that.”
Oftentimes, he notes, it’s filled with
distractions and angst, disagreements
and disappointment. People don’t want
to see the world as it is, Gordon says.
They want to see it the way they’d like
it to be. So when it comes to romance,
he believes photographers have two
choices—to either capture the moment
as it happens or to create it. “I choose
to create it because by creating it, I’m
becoming a storyteller and an artist. No
couple ever says, ‘Oh wow, look at the
light hitting us. Let’s hold hands and
frolic!’ It doesn’t happen that way. It
needs to be created. People remember
their weddings through my eyes, my
feelings, and my emotions,” states
Gordon, whose poses are geared to look
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natural and candid.
Gordon admires the photojournalistic
approach to wedding photography but
thinks it requires a lot of “luck” to
consistently capture great images. “My
job can’t be about luck; it has to be
about getting it every time. Every time.”
He also says the average photojournalist
takes a thousand photos at a wedding,
while he shoots 450 to 500. “I will have
more unique images because I break
down so many different poses. I shoot
60 poses in under 5 minutes—bride

alone, groom alone, bride and groom
together, etc. I flow pose every part of
the wedding. I get made fun of all the
time,” he laughs. “Other instructors call
me ‘Pose King,’ and I’m proud of that.
It just means I’m constantly creating. I
think anybody can take a moment; the
question is whether you can create it.”
Gordon’s studio, Patken Photographer,
photographs more than 1000 weddings a
year. He attributes part of that success
to consistency. By posing, Gordon says
he’s creating a customer guarantee

because he’s giving his clients exactly
what they expect, which is what they’ve
seen at his studio and on his website.
“If you’re not posing and you’re just
shooting what’s happening you can never
ever make a guarantee to someone; it’s
an impossibility. When they come back
for their photos and they’re nothing like
what you showed them, you can’t make
excuses such as, ‘you got married in the
winter; your wedding was boring; or your
parents weren’t cooperative.’ That’s not
going to work.”
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A Balancing Act

Internationally renowned wedding
photographer Brett Florens also poses
his subjects to make their bodies more
aesthetically pleasing. Not just slimmer,
but as good as possible on camera no
matter what their body shape, be it
square, pear, or rectangular. His ability
to pull this off time after time, he states,
comes from experience. “It’s not only
body shape,” Florens explains, “it’s also
personality. You can have a good-looking
bride and groom with great bodies
who are really self-conscious, such as
a really tall woman who stoops. Then
there are people who society might label
unattractive, who are very photogenic
because they’re comfortable in their
own skin.”
Florens considers himself a bit of an
expert on photographing people and
claims he can read their personalities in
2 or 3 minutes time. “I think wedding
and social photographers need that
ability in their arsenal of talents to
bring the best out of their subjects.
Sometimes I don’t see clients before
a wedding because they may be living

in another city and aren’t able to have
a pre-wedding meeting. I have 2 or 3
minutes to assess who they are, what
they want, how they’re going to look
in photographs, and how to pose and
direct them.”
Florens believes in utilizing the
information and experience gained
over the years to execute poses in the
correct environment and context rather
than using poses for the sake of posing.
“A lot of photographers try too hard to
make their subjects look like models and
instead, they wind up looking a little
uncomfortable. Also, if you have a set
repertoire of standard poses that you
push off week after week, it’s not going
to work,” explains Florens, who feels not
all poses work on all people. “It’s really
important to adapt poses to the client,”
he reiterates. “You can’t be rigid; you
have to be flexible.”
Like many top wedding
photographers, Florens keeps up with
the current trends and poses and draws
inspiration from high fashion magazines
such as Vogue, Harper’s BAZAAR, and
Vanity Fair. “My style of photography

is very editorial and I want my images
to look like they belong in a fashion
magazine. I purchase and read the really
high-end British fashion magazines
that all my clients read, because they
look to those magazines for inspiration
for their weddings as well. My clients
are not necessarily fashionistas, but
they keep current and up-to-date
with trends.” Florens says most of
his inspiration comes from fashion
photographers and he likes the work of
Patrick Demarchelier, in particular. He
also looks at fashion magazines for the
lighting and may “borrow” three or four
poses from any given issue. “You take
away from it what you think is great
because there is stuff that’s
absolutely ridiculous.”
Although bridal magazines would
appear to be a good source of
inspiration for wedding photographers,
for the most part, Florens says, they’re
not. “I think the companies that are
advertising (in bridal magazines) are
not aligning themselves to what they
want to be creating. Instead, they’re
advertising what they think clients want
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to see (stereotypical outfits
using stereotypical poses); and I think
they’ve got it wrong.” He notes that
wedding DJs are a prime example of this
out-of-sync style. “There are hundreds
of wedding songs to choose from, yet
they play the same tired songs over
and over again. Why do people have to
dance to YMCA (or the Electric Slide or
the Macarena)?”
Stereotypical poses do have their
place, however. “You need to take them
for various clients,” Florens explains,
“because you’re not just shooting for
the bride. I try to make the whole
process as balanced as possible, which
includes high fashion poses, natural
candid moments that you can’t pose,
and poses that are more designed for
mom and dad or the grandparents.
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They’re not necessarily traditional,
boring pictures, but rather photos that
grandparents typically expect and like.”
Traditional poses also allow Florens
to make more money on reprints from
wedding guests.

Outdated Poses And Extremism
While some photographers run the
risk of being too fashion forward with
their poses, others can be decades
behind, producing photographs that are
nicely posed but hopelessly outdated
(e.g., a bride sitting on the ground
surrounded by bridal party bouquets).
For Gordon, a pose is outdated when
it starts looking like everybody else’s
and it no longer sells. “You know it’s
outdated when you’re not making money
or you’re bored. I’m never bored because

I’m constantly evolving and training,”
states Gordon, who notes that 13 years
ago his version of flow posing was 10
poses in 5 minutes (now it’s 60). “The
funny part is that people think that I
number the poses for teaching purposes.
I number them because I want to know
how many times pose #37 sold. If it’s
not selling,” he reiterates, “then I’m
not doing something right.” On the
other hand, if you’re bored, Gordon
says, you either update what you’re
doing or get out. “If you change the
way you think, your world will change
forever. People live by the dumb motto:
‘If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.’ If it ain’t
broke, then you’re not looking hard
enough to find what’s wrong with it,
because there’s always a way to improve
something. Always.”

Florens also notes there are posing
ideas, and one or two stick around for a
while, like railroad tracks. “Suddenly,”
Florens notes, “everybody’s on railroad
tracks. What is that all about?” The
smoke machine, he notes, is another
now passé idea. Then there’s the current
“trash the dress” phenomenon, which
has been around about four or five
years. “I think the extremism is getting
a little out of hand. I’ve seen images
in studios where they’re throwing paint
at the backdrop and the dress, and
burning crosses in cemeteries with the
bride lying on a gravestone. I don’t
see the relevance and I think it’s done
almost for shock value. I am particularly
against the term ‘trash the dress’
because it sounds like you’re purposely
destroying something beautiful. I target

high-end brides,” Florens explains, “and
if they’re wearing a beautiful Vera Wang
or Armani gown, they’re not going to
do things like that. They’re definitely
not looking to shock anyone.” This
isn’t to say Florens doesn’t appreciate
images that are somewhat edgier, but
he schedules those photo sessions for
sometime after the actual wedding.
Finally, Florens thinks many
photographers are simply trying too
hard. “They forget the reason why they
were employed to do the job in the
first place,” he states. “Photographing
a wedding is a big responsibility.
You need to manage your clients’
expectations in a way that they have
confidence you’ll do the job the way you
promised in terms of your portfolio and
what you’ve produced in the past.”

Florens believes photographers
should develop their photographic
personality and “take” on wedding
photography by learning from things
that happen naturally, then improving
upon those things in order to end up
with a structured way to work that isn’t
formulaic. “There’s a big difference
between my work now and five years
ago. I’ve evolved as a photographer, but
it’s a slow process.” That change, he
concludes, doesn’t take place overnight;
it happens one wedding—and one
pose—at a time.
For more information about Brett
Florens, visit: www.brettflorens.com.
For more information about Doug
Gordon, visit: www.patkenphotographer.
com, or www.douggordonworkshops.
com, his educational site.
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